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23,25,32 :    Preparatory ritual

23:  cleansing of mundane dross and impurities

You must not fear. You are under the protection of Osiris and Thot.

25:  Censing : the gathering of cosmic energies

You must do what the gods did, the gods of the four cardinal points and the god  
who is at the bottom (Wsjr) and the god who flies above (xnti-ir.ti)

You must follow their steps.

32: lavacrum / asperges

Prepare yourself for the knowledge of divine substances.



34-36 : PSYCHOACTIVE SUBSTANCES OF TRANSFORMATION

34:  the zemin

This is the cosmic substance, the result of the union of the opposite energies of  
Horus and Seth, synthesis of polar forces, coniunctio oppositorum, the union of the  
two lands, complementarity. This is what you must accomplish  to reach the divine  
sphere.

35: the four divine essences and the quintessence

Contemplate the four divine essences, whose synthesis will become your essence,  
the quintessence.

36: purification ritual through mastication

Be aware that your purification, your passage towards the divine condition, is the  
same as that of the four gods and of your kA. So chew the synthesised substance  
and you will be completely purified and you will reach a totally different ethereal  
mental state.

37-42: THE OPENING OF THE MOUTH : BIRTH AND BREAST-FEEDING

37: the cutting of the umbilical cord

This is the most crucial and painful moment of the rite of passage, you will be  
severed from your earthly state.

38: the opening and cleansing of the mouth

Now a passageway has been opened, the one which connects the two spheres, the  
earthly and the divine.

39: the starting and testing of the line

The communication line which connects the two polar fields (Horusian and  
Sethian) must be activated and tested through the two "zrw", the southern one  
and northern one.

40: The connection with the Osirian essence

You are connected with Osiris, you will absorb the divine substance coming from  
his body, the "Shik", his cosmic energy, the energy of fertility and regeneration.



41: Breast-feeding (Horus)

You were the father, now you became the son. The first inversion.

42 : Breast-feeding (Isis)

You were the virile husband, now you became a helpless baby in the protective  
arms of his mother.  The second inversion. You  went through a cyclic process: the  
grown man has become a newborn  infant taken care of by his son-father and his  
wife-mother.

32 : THE SECOND ASPERGES

This water by which you are sprinkled comes from the Delta, where the new-born  
Horus had been hidden to protect him from Seth's snares.  You got through your  
weaning, now it's  time for you to show that you can eat more substantial food,  
the food that soon  you are going to taste.

43-45 : A NEW LEVEL OF CONSCIOUSNESS

43: the opening of the eyes

Your eyes must be the two eyes of Horus, the white one and the black one, the sun  
and the moon, which will enlighten both you and your pathway.

44 : interior calm and peace

You must relax, concentrate, and feel how peace and  calm do embrace you, and  
be assured of the favour that the gods do shed upon you.

45: awareness of strength

The claws of Horus are your teeth, with which you will chew the food that you are  
going to be offered.

46-49 : A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE TRIAL

46:  the offering of food

This is the offering for you, the food that you must eat, the mythical events that  
you must re-enact.

47: the first announcement of the struggle with Seth

It's the food (eye of Horus), the eye that Seth ripped off from Horus's face, but that  
Horus rescued. That is the means through which you may keep  the  
communication line with the gods connected to yourself.



48 : connection control  

You must put the communication line under your own control, so that you may fill  
yourself with cosmic energies.

49:  inner energy   

You must  gather all the energy that comes out of your body.

 

50-57 : THE FIRST TRIAL - EGO CONTROL

50: request of divine help

Ra will help you in your endeavour, he will give you his mighty power.

51 : the beginning of the trial

Now Wnis you must eat what will bring you to a deeper level of  consciousness.

52 :  descensus ad inferos

Now you are immersed in darkness, you are frightened.

53: the quest for the stolen eye

You must look for the treasure, the eye, that you must grasp;  you must feel  
embraced by it and  its protective force.

54 : the rescue of the eye

It is the eye rescued from the grip of Seth, who took it away, and that you now  
must take back from him, so that you can feed yourself with it and keep yourself  
connected with  the gods.

55 : the absorption of Osirian energy

Now that you got the precious eye, absorb all its Osirian energy. It's the energy  
that keeps you in touch with him, without being submerged by its might. You have  
his strength, but your Ego is  undamaged.

56 : the acquisition of the Osirian power

Now you came in possession of that force which can never be separated from you.



57 :  the assumption of the new role

Now that you passed the first test and you are qualified, now that you showed  
that you are able to rescue the eye, you are entitled to show it off.
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72-78 : THE ANOINTMENT CEREMONY

72 : The seven sacred oils slab   

This oil slab is your eye ( the eye which you must conquer). I filled the seven holes  
with seven ointments. They are the sacred oils of confirmation.

73 : Invitation to absorb  its holy power

You must absorb the fluid that is on its surface.

74-76 : THE THREE CENTRAL OILS (Xnm vessels)

74 :  The pain and affliction theme. The death theme.

This is the eye  ripped off  by Seth. An act that caused pain to Horus.

75 :  The rescue and healing theme. The rebirth theme.

This is the eye rescued by Horus, the eye that he put once again on his face.



76: The guiding eye

This is the eye through which Horus did show the way to the gods.

77 : The official anointment and confirmation

This eye is the sacred oil of your confirmation, the  eye  which will give you power  
and authority upon the holy spirits.

78 : The end of the anointment ritual

This eye  - the sacred oil with which I anointed you - is  the eye that Horus took  so  
that it could be placed upon your forehead. ( Your Uraeus).

79 - 81 : INVESTITURE

79-80 : Face painting

Now your visage is painted with the black and green paint of the eye of Horus, the  
Wadjet eye. This is the mask you are going to wear, the mask of the role  that you  
must perform.

81 :  The clothing ceremony

Now the clothing,  that symbolizes your official consecration . You are clothed by  
Tajtet, the goddess of the weavers. The primeval archetypical Eye of Horus will  
bestow upon  you power and might, fear and  trembling . He'll stay in front of you,  
in your divine (Osirian) form. He will open your way to the illuminated spirits, and  
you will be their foremost, like Anubis is. You will walk besides Osiris (for now you  
are Osiris). 

25 :  CENSING : THE SECOND

The journey has begun, you must gather your strength and follow the steps of the  
gods of the six spatial directions. This is a new stage of your voyage. You reached a  
new dimension. But you must not fear.

32 : LAVACRUM :THE THIRD

You must make   yourself ready for the knowledge of new divine substances,  
different from those you met in the previous phase, since now you are not only  
Wnis but Osiris too.



82-83 : ENTER THOT, MASTER AND GUIDE

82 : Evocation of Thot

Here is Thot, your mentor, that brings  you a table with offerings.

83 : Request of Thot's favor

He will lead you to peace and contentment.

84-85 : IMITATION OF HORUS

84: Horus's success

Remember that Horus reached peace and contentment.

85 : Optimism

You too will reach peace and contentment.

86-95 : RE-ENACTMENT OF THE MYTHOLOGICAL STRUGGLE

86-88 : The task

86 : Alertness

The eye/Uraeus is not conquered once and for all. You must always be on the alert,  
for the eye can slip away or be taken back. So if it tries to escape you must shove it  
back, to the place where it belongs.

87 : Closeness

The eye must be always near you, for it is the indispensable go-between with the  
divine sphere.

88 : Strong advice

Take good care of the eye, so that it might not suffer any outrage from Seth, who  
is always around the corner.



89-91 : Defeat and pain

89 : Defeat

See : it's the eye that Seth took  away.

90 : Damage

It's the eye of the little Horus, eaten by Seth.

91 : General outrage

It's the eye that was dragged away by the evil ones , the followers of Seth.

92 - 95 : Rescue

92 :  Counterattack

Your task is to get it back and place it on your visage.

93 : Character and determination

You must not get  downhearted, raise your head, since now you are Osiris, dirt and  
dross has fallen off your former body, you are connected with the gods, make good  
use of your kA, which is your Osirian energy. Yours only is the offer, yours only is  
the eye of Horus!

94 : Confidence

You will be succesfull in your endeavour and you will rest afterwards.

95 : Triumph

You will taste the satisfaction that comes out of your body.

96-110 : PREPARATIONS FOR THE  VERY FIGHT

96 : Identification process

Now you must prepare yourself to conquer your own eye, that is the substitute,  
the metaphorical parallel of the "mythical" eye.

108 : Pain and affliction

You must be ready to suffer the pain of the damaged, suffering eye.



109 : Healing

But you must be convinced that the eye will be healed (rescued).

110 : Commitment

Your task will be to keep it always near you, for through it , you may be connected  
to the gods.

111-112 : OUTRAGE AND ROBBERY

111: the trampling

Look : Seth has trampled on "your" eye.

112 : Robbery

Look : Seth has taken away "your" eye. You must get it back.

113-116 : RESCUE

113 : Counterattack

Raise up your head, show the world what you can do.

114 : The rescuing mien

I did transform you. I gave you a new face, a frightening one (nHrw/nrw).

115: The rescueing eye

The eye we are dealing with is "your own", the eye which I gave you in the course  
of the initiation ritual. Your own, not the "mythic eye". So it's you now, not Horus,  
that must fight with Seth.

116 : The task

You must hurry up. You must  put an end to its suffering, you must prevent that it  
suffer the pains Seth inflicts upon it.
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117-118 : SELF-CONFIDENCE 

117: Character

You must confide in yourself, for now "you" are in the arena, it's "your head".

118: personal vision

You must be your own guide, you must look through "your eyes".

119-123: THE TASK : RESCUE

119: defeat

You must take back the eye eaten by Seth.

120: vigilance

It's a tricky eye, that jumps here and there (snatched by Seth). You must see that it  
stays put.

121: robbery

You must get it back from Seth.

122 : necessity

The eye is the means through which you keep in touch with the gods.

123: attribution

It's your nourishment, your source of energy, so it's you who must eat it (not Seth).



124-128 : STRONG RESOLUTION

124 : robbery

Seth stole your eye.

125 : aggressive mood

The claws of Horus must be your teeth, your weapon.

126: concentration

You must be guided by the radiance of the eye.

127: Undivided power

You will perform your  dance of victory before Geb and he will not divide his  
kingdom between you and Seth, but you will be the sole heir.

128: statement of possession

And you must state that it's  "your" eye, which you sought, which you embraced,  
which embraces you.

129-139 : FIGHT FOR PEACE : THE BATTLE

129-132: Purposes

129: re-enactment of the mythological event

You must re-enact the mythological struggle. But now "you" have the leading role,  
it's you who must fight to get "your eye", which  is the substitute of the "mythical  
eye".

130: attack against the enemies

You must fight against all the enemies that march towards you from the four  
cardinal points. The totality of evil.

131: Triumph

You must put the evil ones under your feet, and they  will ask for mercy.



132: Rest

Then you will rest, under the eye's embrace.

133-137 : the fight

133: Seth's attack

You must get back the eye against   which Seth made his attack.

134: Counter-attack

You must rip off the eye (Uraeus) that "he" placed on his brow.

135: Seth's defeat

"He", namely "Seth". Rip the eye off his brow!

136: Victory over Seth's followers

Behead Seth's followers, the evil ones, the  general evil.

137: Public announcement of victory

Show all the world (the four cardinal points) that you  hit the target, the intended  
aim.

138 : the end of the struggle

Now that you have your eye,  make a display of  it,  just like Horus did display the  
eye he rescued .

139: general rest

Let those who are still wandering have their rest.

{ This is expected to be the end of the story. Unfortunately it 
is not so. No matter how careful and alert you are, the eye 
will be constantly taken away. Death cannot be avoided, but 
you must be convinced that resurrection is possible, and 
your constant endeavour will be to rescue the ripped off eye, 
to defeat Seth and his followers, to defeat death.}



140-147 : THE NEVER-ENDING STRUGGLE

140: vigilance

You must prevent Seth to cause pain to the eye.

141: robbery

Although he will take it away (no matter what).

142: reaction

But you must not accept the separation, let it not be cut out   from you.

143 : statement of possession

The eye is yours, it has been allotted to you.

144:  sickness

Seth's violence will cause sickness to the eye. It will cause infection. The eye will  
water. 

145: mutilation

The  defenseless eye  of the little Horus will be  eaten by Seth.

146 : outrage

Seth's followers will outrage it, they will mistreat it.

147: confinement

They will mistreat the eye that they helped to take away.

148-160 : THE RESCUE

148-151: gathering of energies

You must collect all the energies coming from yourself.

152-158 : divine help

152 : Horus nourishment

And the energies coming from the breast of Horus.



153 : divine connection

That will be the means to get in touch with the gods, so that it will make you  
confident of your own divine power.

154 : Efficiency check over

You must prevent Seth to swallow the substance that he and Horus spewed out  
(zemin, 34), the polar energy. That is the energy that flows along the connecting  
pathway between the earthly and the divine.

155: The stargate

You must take control of the pupil which is in the eye, its center, the very threshold  
between the two realms.

156 : communication

You must put to good use what Thot (he who fished out the eye) did teach you in  
order to keep active the communication with the gods (to be confident in your  
power).

157 : danger of self delusion 

You must not get disheartened, but always be confident in your will and power.

158 : danger of uncertainty

The risk of letting oneself down is always around the corner.

159 : Seth's outrage

It's true that Seth will cook for himself and eat the eye...

160: rescue

... but it's also true that the eye will be freed from the grip of Seth.

161-170 :FINAL  RECOMMENDATIONS

161-162 : against enchantments

Prevent Seth to throw  magic spells on  the eye,  so that he tie it to himself.



163-164 : protection

Prevent Seth to take  it away .

165 : unsteadiness

Remember that  the eye may get "disoriented", so you must watch that it does not  
go astray (be robbed by Seth).

166 : snares

Remember that the followers of Seth are always laying ambushes to get it.

167 : alertness

In conclusion: be always on the alert.

168 : danger

Because Seth will always try to put his hands on it.

169 : closeness

Keep the eye always near you.

170 : statement of possession

For it belongs to you, it is your property.

171 : POSITIVE ENDING

Look now: you have renewed yourself, you are reborn , you reached the state of  
Wisdom, the Old Man is before you. You are the child and the adult, the Puer and  
the Senex.

{Well, this needs an explanation. /nxx/ is not only 
"erneuern", but "the old man" too, that is, a special god. We 
find him in spells 340 (Tetj, Merenra, Neith) and 424 (Pepj, 
Merenra, Neith), with explicit determinatives. I do avoid to 
make use of  other texts, but in this case I think I'll make an 



exception. The fact is that from a Jungian perspective, this 
last utterance is really interesting. We have the two 
archetypical figures of the Puer and the Senex, which allude 
to the circularity of existence and to the regeneration 
theme, which both apply perfectly to the North Wall texts. At 
the end of this ritual Wnis has the inner vision of these two 
archetypes and the awareness of his trasformed   psychic 
state.}


